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        RBI General Overview 

!! The largest scientific institute in Croatia 
!! Founded in 1950 by JASA 
!! The first research activities of the institute: 

theoretical, nuclear and molecular physics 
and  electronics followed by cybernetics 
and computing  

!! Today consists of 1  divisions and  
centres 

!! The fundamental  research 
areas : 

     biology, medicine, environmental science, 
computational science, electronics 
engineering, physics and chemistry 



RBI Employees 

!! More than 800 employees, ~ 6% of the total no. of scientists in Croatia
25%  

!! Campus area 20 000 m2,  laboratories

!!
 

 
 
 
!! Overview by age 
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!! Research and development in the field of ICST (Information 

Communication, Science and Technology) 

!! Development of istributed omput ystems 

!! Development of Grid/Cloud nfrastructure and pplications 

!! Development of e-Science echnolog

!!  

!! Development of 2D and 3D scientific visualization  



History Hints 

!! 2001  CIR Established by decision of  RBI Board of Governors  
!! 2001  Development of the first Cluster Computer  Croatia  
!! 2002  ealisation the RBI Campus  
!! 2002  Initiatives to CRO GRID project (today CRO NGI) 

!! 2004  ICST 
!!  
!! 2010  Realization of 8 EU FP6  
!!
!! 201 z of 7 
!!    m.
 
 



 

DARIAH = Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities 
Aims to develop and maintain an infrastructure in support of ICT-based 
research practices across the Arts and Humanities 



 

nitial logo with the current coordinator in Croatia  
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!!
!! i
!! Faculty of Philosophy
!!
!! On December, 2010 Ministry of Science, Education and Sports (MZOS) signed the 

Memorandum of Understanding on Constructing the Digital Research Infrastructure for the 
Arts and Humanities ERIC (DARIAH ERIC), where Croatian national interest in participating 
in the DARIAH ERIC were confirmed. 
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ric with most partners  
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!! Unfortunately, the project is rejected
!! RBI loses the status of a national coordinator 



I Engage and DARIAH 

!!H2020 EGI-Engage – Engaging the Research Community towards an 
Open Science Commons 

30 months (03.2015 – 08.2017) 
43 partners 

!! Goal: Accelerate the implementation of the Open Science Commons 
expand the capabilities of European federated services for compute, storage, data, communication, 
knowledge and expertise 

!! Provide access to the EGI Federated Cloud and Grid infrastructure 

!! How to ensure sustainability for service operations and provisions outside the 
project fundings? 
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!! DARIAH Competence Centre 
Main goal: Widen the usage of Federated (cloud) services for A&H research 
Collecting and analysing A&H requirements 
Develop and provide concrete technical solutions (pilot use cases and applications) 
Provide technical support and training 
Provide access to EGI infrastructure 

!! Objectives: 
to strengthen the collaboration between EGI and DARIAH 
to increase the number of specific services and applications for A&H running on existing NGI 
resources  
to raise awarness of DARIAH researchers of benefits of using e-Infrastructure 

!! Partners: 



-  

!! Pilot use cases 
Searchable digital repository of Bavarian dialects (Austrian Academy of Science) 
Parallel semantic search engine (SSE) 
Multi-source distributed real-time search engine on heterogeneous datasets 
DARIAH eScience gateway for EGI FedCloud 
Multi-source distributed real-time search engine on heterogeneous datasets 



-  

!! Virtual organization for DARIAH -> vo.dariah.eu 
DARIAH’s access point to EGI resource, services and applications 
The first A&H VO in EGI 

 

!! DARIAH Working Group – „Defining Cloud Infrastructure Services for DH” 
Explores offers from EGI and needs from DARIAH 
Sustainability: „How can VCC1 be a broker between cloud providers and DARIAH researcher” 
„What will it take for a humanities projects to use EGI or any other cloud provider” 

 

!! Training and support actions for A&H 
Conduct training and educational events on major DARIAH related events 

Provide user support on usage of EGI resources, application deployment, repository hosting and 
managing, etc. 

Demonstration of use cases (pilot use cases) 



 

!! INDIGO =  INtegrating Distributed data Infrastructures for Global ExplOitation 
 

!! 26 European partners in 11 European countries 
- including developers of distributed software, industrial partners, 
  research institutes, universitites, e-infrastructures 
 

!! Goal:  a sustainable European Paas-based Cloud solution for e-Science 

!! INDIGO provides 11 scientific communities from 4 different domains various open 
source services to simplify the execution of applications on Cloud and Grid based 
infrastructures 

https://www.indigo-datacloud.eu/ 



!!  Use Case: 
 Data repository platform for DARIAH 

!! What?  
 Service for easy storing, accessing and sharing data among DARIAH community 
 members, regardless of their institution or technical background 

 
!! Why? 

exponential growth in digital A&H research material in the last decade 
 - growing need for data storage 

 

under-exploItation of e-Infrastructure services in the A&H community 
 

A&H includes various scientific disciplines 
 - data is complex and highly heterogeneous in size and type 

 
 

 



!! Goal?   
       Simplify the process of creating and managing repositories of digital assets from     

 various A&H disciplines (e.g. text files, digitized images, 3D models, etc.) 
 

!! How?  
 Through a user-friendly web platform where researchers can: 
  - login using their DARIAH credentials 
   - simply create their own repositories 
  - upload and manage data and corresponding metadata 
  - share with other researchers 

 
!! Who?  

 Focused towards meeting the needs of: 
-! individual researchers  
-! research projects 
-! research groups 
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Thank you.  


